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The new ORYO luminaire series from LTS Licht & Leuchten GmbH is completely redefi ning light in the 
retail and hospitality sector. Thanks to the diff erent recessed, pendant or track-mounted luminaire 
variants, very diff erent areas can be designed with a single luminaire range. Every ORYO variant ref-
lects the elegant design language in a consistent conical form. The small intense spotlight impresses 
with its unique compact size with a previously unattained diameter of only 66 mm.

ORYO is a little powerhouse when track-mounted and as a recessed spotlight. Product manager, 
Stefan Hertle, is delighted. “The spotlight is not only highly effi  cient with its high power level, but it 
also comes in an impressively minimal size. That is what I particularly like. And its elegant, tapered 
shape is setting new visual standards at LTS.”, he continues enthusiastically. A range of luminaires 
that perfectly focuses the limelight on the scenarios and products to be illuminated. 

HELLO ORYO!      
Elegance meets functionality 
The new ORYO series impresses with maximum effi  ciency

The ORYO luminaire series meets all requirements in retail - for perfect product staging.
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With its conical design, the tasteful pendant luminaire is a highlight in all areas of hospitality. It combi-
nes elegance and versatility. Its look can be individually designed thanks to the different variants and 
the numerous accessories. With this level of flexibility, ORYO can be used in a wide variety of lounge 
areas. 

With the ORYO luminaire series, we have created a coherent family that can meet all requirements 
in retail and hospitality. The look can be individually adapted in line with the corresponding requi-
rements using the extensive range of accessories. This includes the visually appealing cap cones, 
which provide glare control and add functional value to the LTS series. Upon request, the small light-
ing marvel is also available with a 15° reflector which brings the light into focus. And the same design 
language always shines through. Countless possible applications in a coherent style - the new ORYO 
series has it all.

The elegant pendant luminaire is a bright spot for all areas of hospitality.


